
Sketch of solutions to problem set 4
4.8 Suppose that G = (V,E) has 2 minimum spanning trees T and T ′. Let e be the edge

with the smallest cost in (T −T ′)∪ (T ′−T ), i.e., e belongs to one of the trees but not the other.
Note that since T 6= T ′ and |T | = |T ′|, edge e exists. Assume, without loss of generality that
e ∈ T . Consider a unique path P from u to v in T ′. Since e ∈ T , some edge e′ in P must not
be in T , for otherwise T would contain a cycle. Furthermore, by the choice of e, the cost of e′

is larger than e. Therefore, by adding e into T ′ and removing e′ from T ′, we obtain a better
spanning tree; thus, we get a contradiction.

4.10 (a) Suppose that (u, v) is added. We will check if the cost of (u, v) is smaller than the
cost of some edge in the path P from u to v in T . If it is the case, T is no longer a minimum
spanning tree. To do so, we use either BFS or DFS to search T starting from u. The search
takes O(|V |) time since T contains at most |V | − 1 edges.

(b) Modify the algorithm from (a).
4.13 Order the jobs by their weights in an decreasing order, i.e., we start with the job

with the highest weight first. The optimality of the solution can be proved using the exchange
argument.

4.18 Use a variant of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. I.e., when choosing v, pick the one
with d′(v) = mine=(u,v):u∈Sfe(d(u)) is as small as possible. Note that the condition that fe(t)
is a monotone increasing function ensures that the same algorithm works.

4.20 (a) The first conjecture is true. Consider the construction of the MST using Kruskal’s
algorithm. For each edge e we add to the tree, we know that there exists a cut S which contains
e and, furthremore, e is the minimum cost edge on that cut. This shows that any spanning tree
must contain some edge with cost no cheaper than e. Thus, the maximum cost edge on any
tree must be at least as large as the cost of any edges in the MST.

(b) The second conjecture is false.
4.24 Let r denote the root of the tree. First find the longest distance from r to the leaves;

call it δ. Now consider two children of r, v1 and v2. These two nodes are the roots of two
subtrees T1 and T2. For each subtree Ti, find the longest distance δi from ri to all the leaves in
Ti. Clearly, at least on one of the tree Ti, δ = δi + `(r,vi). Assume, without loss of generality,
that i = 1. We increase the length `(r,v2) of the edge connecting r to v2 so that `(r,v2) + δi = δ,
so that the furthest leaf on T2 is at the same distance as that in T1. We then recurse on both
subtrees.

It is not difficult to show that this algorithm gives the optimal zero-skew tree using the
exchange argument.
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